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ABSTRACT: The study was carried out to estimate the price spread and marketing efficiency in the marketing of cauliflower in different channels by using different tools such as price spread, marketing costs, marketing margins and marketing efficiency. As cauliflower is a market oriented crop, on an average about 93 per cent of production was marketed, while negligible portion was utilized for other purposes. The producer to wholesaler-cum-commission agent to retailer to consumer was the major marketing channel as more that 50 per cent of cauliflower moved through this route. The total cost in marketing of cauliflower per quintal was Rs. 337.85 which was 43.19 per cent of the consumers’ rupee. Amongst it the highest marketing cost was observed in retailers which accounted for as (Rs.129.25) followed by wholesaler-cum-commission agent (Rs.70.63) and growers (Rs.19.35) per quintal. Results also indicated that commission was the major marketing cost possessed by wholesaler-cum-commission agent while retailer possessed damage cost. The margins in cauliflower marketing amounted to Rs. 224.99 per quintal which was 28.76 per cent of consumers’ rupee. The producer’s share in consumer’s rupee was 43.19 per cent. The marketing efficiency was lower than unity (0.77). Market information and provision of logistic support need to be made available to the cauliflower growers to improve existing marketing system. Further, promotion of vegetable co-operatives or vegetable producers’ co-operatives can go a long way to make the existing marketing system of cauliflowers more efficient and farmers centric.
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